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Little Doing Otherwise.—A. S. pf E.
Selects Warehouse.—Tobacco is

ost beautiful contribuiiiins from the world of Fashion to the
realms of
t in correct autumn appareling is at hand, THURS'AY and
FidDAY,
nost in presenting the mot advanced and auth -witative styles in
'Vtillinery
criteron with fashion followers in this vicinity.
e have selected these beautiful new stocks with the most
painstaking care,
okill ard( xrerience to the securing of this maximum of
goodness at the
, prices $5.00 to $25.00, lovel). creations from the most exclusive
pattern
N,,
, ack-: in our i:,,,vii w(;rk rooms under the direction of Mis-;
Schroener, whose
a A—thousand Ladies and ililif..zses Readyatb-Wear Hats of splendid
style,and
Ales—Skirts of wonderful btuty and variety.-----' ilk Waists 1(0
match, every
II of dasii, to fit girls 14 to 18 years. N., hauver yi I r cheice. it's
h rein those
$12.50 to $75.00. Everybody is invited to attend this unfolding
of the new

SOCIEP1 OF EQUITY
CtILI URAL COLLEGE.

HENDERSON, Ky., Sept. 15.—
The American Society of Equity,
probably the strongest organization
ever effected by the farmers of this,
country, is perfecting arrangements
for a great agrb ul ural college in
West•rr Eentucky, to be called the
Equity College. The location will
probaals be on the Seven Hills
Chautauqua grounds at Owensboro,
but eve'ry county In the western part
of the state is interested, and it is
'geld that six other states will contribute to the opening of the school.
President J. A. Ever itt, of [ii ha
napolis. has announced a plan by
which he believes money for the college may be raised. He has 3;700
county union + in his organization,
and it is his plan to draw a small
sum from each of these unions for
ffnancing the educational movement.
Mr. Everitt states that prominent

people in six
are interestea in the movement, and the matter is expected to assume much more
fl
than local or state importance,
Among ,(hose who have already
signed the articles of incorporation
are: J. A. Everitt. Indianadolis; E. is
L. Davenport. Cisney, Ky.; R. L.
Boyd, Hastings, Neb.; S. D. Kump.
Madison, Wis.; Ben Watson,Dixon,
Ky.; H. E. Wilson, Homestead,
Okla.; the Hon. H. B. Sherman,
Greenburg, and Lucien Dolker, will _ Bailey
chester. Ky. The college will be inCharges lnkerman Bailey, Sr., With
corporated as soon as possible.
Embezzlement of $2,400.

11

It was stated in Monday's New
Era that the game law which went
into effect Sunday and which forbids the killing of game until November 15, when the quail law will
expire, prevented the killing of every class of game, both feathered and
four-footed. Sportsmen who claim
to know, state that this is a mistake
and that by some unaccountable
oversight the dove was omitted from
the list when this law was passed
and that therefore this bird can be
hunted during the two months intervening between now and November
15. This is the only exception ta the
rule, however, even rabbits and
squirrels being safe from the hunters.

Suit has been filed in the Hopkins
circuit court by the .Bailey Light &
Water Co., against Mr. Inkerman
Bailey, Sr., charging embezzlement
and asking a judgment of $2,400.
The petition recites that the defendant has been the president and
general manager of the Bailey Light
& Water Co., for the past five years.
until June, last. The said defendant
had full charge and the management
of the financial affairs of the plaintiff company. From August, 1904, to
August, 1906, the plaintiff avers that
the defendant embezzled sums aggregating $2.400.
The petition further recites that
the defendant made written confesRion that he had converted to his
own use and embezzled $100 during
each month, and has refused and
continues to refuse to make restoratien And pay the plaintiff. rhe peti-

about 200 acres just south of Mannington. This gives that company
g mile frontage on the west side Of
the L. & N. R. R., and runs west to
their new coal mine, near the Madisonvill-e road. This tract of land is
regarded as as one of the finest
tracts of coal property in North
Christian on account of its favorable
location, its building. timber, coal,
and rich soil for cultivation, and its
railroad frontage of near one mile,
gives it the railroad frontage that,
controls all the Drakes-Creek valley
to the westward, and this land connected with the other 1400 acres of
the Terry Coal & Coke company
land end mines up Drake Creek,
with the new railroad spur out to
their new mines, will open the eyes
of the capitalists who have let this
land slip from their fingers, and go
into the hands of this company.
A petitien is being circulated by
Mannington and Petersburg citizens
for a new public road leading from
Mannington up Drake's creek, parrslel with the Terry Coal & Coke Co's.
railroad spur out to the Madisonville
public road, to intersect and give
the public a roadway in this direction to come to and from the postoflice, railroad station and nearest
coal mine, and it is hoped that the
fiscal court will grant it, as it is
needed very badly, by a large section
of this community.

The feature of the local tobacco
market for the past Nveek was the
big sale by the Planters' Protective
association, which was held last
Wednesday for the purpose of closing out what tobacco remained on
hand. The sale could tiot be completed on the one day, and the report of the salesman for the week
showe that 539 hogsheads were disposed of. The prices on these ruled
very strong, and in many instances
even showed- a slight advance.
While this is supposed to be a windup sale, there will be many hogsheads yet offered, these coming from
the country prizing houses. At the
sale this week the salesroom was
thronged with buyers who seemed
anxious to get anything which
would in any degree suit their trade.
Fine tobacco, fine corn, plenty of
Very ittle, comparatively, was timber and lots of new coal mines
doing on the general market, the look good to our farmers and busistocks having been about exhausted ness men, and we are just getting
for this season. What remains un- started to do things right down here.
sold, though, is readily in demand, Just watch us spread out on the map
and no trouble is experienced in dis- and grow.
posing of it when offered.
The Society of Equity has selected the warehouse of the Abernathy
company as their salesroom for the
coming season. T4iis is expected to
The wedding of Miss Mildred
bring a large amount of tobac- Bullitt Stites and Mr. Joseph Rowco into Hopkinsville wh,ich has been lett Gant, of Kansas City, will be
going to other markets.
quietly solely nized at 6:30 o'clock
The work of cutting the growing Tuesday evening. September 17, at
crop is now on in full blast, and the home of the bride's parents, Mr.
probably half the crop has been cut and Mrs. John Stites, 1604 Cherokee
already, while the job will" be com- Parkway Louisville.
pleted, tea large extent next week
The Rev. Egtert Watson Smith,
A considerable portion will have to
grow more yet. as the plaating sea- , pastor of the Second Presbyterian
sons were very irregular, and the church, will be the officiating clergy
plants show a corresponding differ- man.
ence in size. The weather of the
The prospected bride and bride-past few days has been ideal for the
have many friends and
groom
maturing of the crop, the nights
admirers
Miss
in Hopkinsville.
having given it the weight which is
Stites is a neice of Dr. Frank Stites,
So muorh desired.
and has often visited here. Mr.
Gant is a native of Hopkinsville and
a son of Mr. Jared Gant.
MAN NINGTON, Ky., Sept. 15—
Events in this section happen se
fait that they tread upon each other'sheels.
J. D. Terhune, a capitalist and a
member of VandaliaCual Syndicate,
spent several days here this week
baying more coil land in addltion to
the large purchase he made last
year, west of the coal property of
•
the Terry Coal & Coke company.
We learn that Mr. Terhune has
incorporated The Search Light Coal
company, with a paid capital of
$250.000, and will open up a new
coal mine in North Christian, with
a capacity of 20 carloads of coal i er
day.
The spur4 track now being built by
the Terry Coal & Coke company will
be extended up the valley ofDrake's
creek. over the property of the Terry
Coal & Coke company:
Mr. Terhune spent some time ir
lcoking over the property of the
Terry -Coal & Coke company. he
says they have a line quality of coal,
and a very valuable plant and roperty.

LOST—Setter bitch' black and
white, also wetter dog red and whi
Both have cheap collars on, reward
if returned to
d4t wit
C. L. DANIEL

IIMIIMMIONIMIIIMID

Air. j. II. Sheller and family ha',
been visiting Mrs. J. D. White f
several days. Mr. Sheller is Mrs.
White's brother and resides at Erin,
"Tenn.
Cook Thom, Clifton bold. George
Willis and Mary Stilt started last
Saturday to GeoTgetown. Ky., to attend school.
Elijah Ladd started the leth of
September for Colorado on a prospecting tour.
Capt. R. S. Pool has started to
erect a handsome residence on a lot
in the Pool addition.

J. M. Tamer returned a few days
ago from a trip to '1 OW! and Okla.:
homa.
Two north bound freight trains
Dave Wood and wife and Misses
tiouer therefore prays for judgment had a rear end colision near liere.
to the amount of $2,400.
One ireight train was standing on Ella Stewart and Bessie Sizemore
The case will come up for trial at the track at New Empire. Another started Monday night, Sept. 16, for
the coming term of circuit
freight train doing north, with a Oklahoma on a visit to ,Mr. John
long train of cars and heavy mogul Rodgers family and Mr. Samuel
Madisonville Hustler.
engine,came down the Empire hill Hight's family.
at a 2:40 gait, smashing the caboose
Miss Fay Childers, of Todd counand cars on the first section. Then ty, is visiting Mrs. Archie Hopson.
the engine turned over in the ditch.
Miss Nell Hollowell,. of Caldwell
men saved their lives by
Railroad
I
is visiting Mr. C. T. Nabb'e
county,
being good jumpers. Wreckers were
Destroys Three Hotel Buildings With a soon on hand,a temporary track was family.
Frank Nabb, of Louisville, is here
built around the wreck and traffic
w:ss resumed without much delay. visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. T. Nabb.
GRAYSON SPRINGS, Ky., Sept.
Mr. Dell Barnes and family, of
Mr. W. Anderson and Miss Min18.—The three hotel buildings at this
visited Mr. S. C. Davis'
Paducah,
Springfield and
place, the "New Orleans," the rile Wilbert went to
family
several
days tikie week. Dell
married. May the silver linings
an old Trigg county boy. '
Memphis, and the Louisville, all of were
their life,
which were under the same manage- be behind every cloud ot
Mr. I. P. Shoulders is at In
through life bestrewn
path
their
and
ment, were entirely destroyed by
ter several days' visit at
t1m bright flowers.
fire last night. The blaze originated
and Cartersville, In.
from some unknown cause in the
Mr. Charles Guthrie, an c
kitchen oftheNewOrleans and spread
Capitalists are putting down test county citizen, is here on
rapidly. The loss is about $35,000
holes for coal with a view of opening his relatives and friends.
which Is only partially covered by
up a new coal mine on the Edmund's rie has lived about 20 ye•
insurance.
property.
tersville, Ill.
No one was hurt.
Rev. D. R. Turner ar
Charlie Francis, the polite and liott
went last Saturdr
accommodating railroad agent at
see to attend a Primi'
this place, is building a news resi- sociatiorf.
Miss Story, daughter of the late J. dence.
E. Story, desires to thank all the
Mrs. R. R. Pursl•
friends and neighbors for their kindof the door at her
The L. & N. R. R, company has
ness and sympathy manifested durand severely spra
cornpleted`a new telegraph ofjust
ing the last illness and death of her
able to walk abbot
fice at this place, and it is a modern
father.
Miss Baker r
structure of this kind.
Mrs. W: D. Nab'
from New York
She entered to
day.

SEPT 20, l907

Stomach Muscles

LET BOND IS PAID SPELIP,LIST

People slaould be more and more careful, as age advances, to see that their
bowels move regularly. In this way they INDEBTEDNESS INCURRED I N
can keep themselves in good health and
1897 WIPED OUT.
prolong life. The bowels are not as active in middle-life and old age as they
are in youth, and with the majority there
is a tendency to constipation of a chronic
and obstinate nature.
To ward off the possibility of serious State Cancels Obligation Created Durdiseases use Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Peping The Bradley Adminissin, the great herb laxative compound.
It is especially suited to the use of elderly people because it is prompt but gentle in action,
and does its work without griping or weakening,
as is the case with salts, purgative waters and
cathartic tablets. These should ht be used by
children, women, old folks or weak people because they are too violent in action and generally
gripe. Furthermore, the result* are temporary
as reaction sets in and the bowels are bound up
more than ever.
A remedy like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin le
very gentle in action and yet thoroughly effective, and as it contains tonic properties, it
strengthens the system instead of weakening it..
The results are permanent because gradual, and
many can in a short time do away with the use
of all laxatives. It will cure the most chronic
constipation. dyspepsia, liver trouble. biliousness, flatulency, sour stomach. weak stomach,
bloating, drowsiness after eating and such outer
stomach, liver and bowel troubles.
To prove how effective it is in serious cases
the experience of Mr. Armstrong, of Decatur.
Ill., can be cited. He suffered from a gunshot
wound during the Civil War which caused a partial paralysis of the bowels and he has had ever
since to use a laxative. He says he never found
anything so effective, or which worked so near
to nature. as Dr. Cud well's Syrup Pepsin. Try
it and you will say the same. The price is 60
cents or l a bottle at any druggist.
wishing to try Dr. CaIdweles Syrup Pepsin before buyThose
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken it Send for It If you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, perrnancit home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as OR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears eurty guarantee No. IT, Wasnington, D. C.

FREE TEST

FRANKFORT, Sept. 14.---The
last of Kentucky'slhonded indebtedness, incurrei by the issue of bonds
by the Bradlei administration in
1897, was wipe outwhen State Auditor Hager look in and cancelled a
bond for $25.000, presented by the
National Branch Bank of Frankfort.
The bond paid was the last of the
issue of $500,000 authorized by the
general assembiy in 1896 to pay off
indebtedness to the commonwealth.
All of the bonds of the state were
taken in several years ago with the
exception of this one paid. An effort
was made to secure it at the time
the others were cancelled, but it
could not be located. The bonded
indebtedness of Kentucky was canceled shortly after the state recovered the war claim from the nation-

PEPSIN SYRUP Co.
119 Caldwell Bldg., Montloello,

thousands Have Kidney
The South Kentucky
Trouble
and Never Suspect it
Building •Sk Loan
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
'
, Most people do not realize the alarmAssociation
(Incorporated)
Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
it inveets its funds
Because solely
in first mort
?gages on the homes ot the people in this city,and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
of its loans are
Because all
payable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
Increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.

Ing increase and remarkable prevalency
of kidney disease.
While kidney disorders are the
most common
diseases that prevail, they ar,/
almost the last
recognized by
patient and physicians, who conten t themselves
with doctoring the effects, while the original disease undermines the system.

PRESCRIBES
CHINA
A Famous French Specialist on Discases of the Skin Prescribes Cuticura as the Most Effective Remedy
Known to Him, Charging as His
Fee 100 Francs ($20).

ALSO PRESCRIBED IN
HOSPITAL SAINT LOWS
"Gentlemen: You may be pleased to
learn that a patient suffering from an
irritation of the skin, caused by motoring, on consulting a noted physician in
Paris, for which a fee of one hundred
francs (twenty dollars) was charged,
was advised to use Cuticura, which advice, although received with astonishment, was, followed and resulted in a
perfect cure. (Signed) Lewis Gower,
1123 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.,
December 16, 1906."
French physicians, particularly those
making a specialty of the treatment of
skin diseases, have for many years regarded Cuticura as a specific and have
prescribed it freely. It enjoys the rare
distinction of being prescribed in the
Hospital Saint Louis, Paris, one of the
largest and most famous hospitals in
the world devoted exclusively to the
treatment of diseases of the skin.

Mother Of Ten
Always Kept Cuticura Ready
for Children's Skin and
Scalp Troubles.
"I wish to add my voice to the praise
of Cuticura Remedies. I am the father
of ten children, whose mother is dead.
In our homes in England and America,
she kept in her little medicine chest„
always on hand, and often used to use the
Cuticura Remedies, and they brought
the best of results in children's skin and
scalp troubles. These children are all
grown and scattered and I cannot recall
any specific cases of cure, but, I do know
that I have spent remarkably little in
doctors' fees. George W. Rugby 62 N.
Clark St., Chicago, Ill., Oct. 25, 1906."
Complete External and Internal Trentment for
Evert liumox of Infanta. Children, srd Adults. eonSisti of Cutlelim Soap (25e.) to Cleense the Skin,
Cuti^ura Ointment (50e.) to Heal the Skin, end Cuticunt Resolvent (50e.). (or In the form of (horolate
Coated Pills. 2.5e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold thmughout the world. Potter Drug dr Chem.
Corp . Sole Prons.. Boston, Mass.
gertialled Free. Cutleura Book on Skin Diseases-

What To Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often ex‘pressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
H. C. Gant, - Pres. It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
J.E.McPherson, Sec. effects
following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up nian
times during the night. The mild and
Sert T REE
thc extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
to hotiseiteepers
for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases. If you need a medicine
von should have the best. Sold by druge
e.ists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
You may have a sample bottle and a
,nr.
hook that tells all
Colt BOOK
al >out it, both sent free
Wiling how to prepare delicate by mail. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Bingand delicious dishes.
hamton, N. Y. When Home of Swamp-Root.
Addreati LEIBIG CO.. P 0, Box278 writing mention this paper and don't
snake any mistake, but remember the
New York
name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root. and
the address, Binghamton, N. Y.

REUNION WILL BE HELD IN MEMPHIS OCTOBER 17.

PAINLESS
EXTRACTION OF
TEETH
AND

FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK

Vitalized Air
Administered
When Desired

onisville Dental
Parlors

.A.JEVP C)Mt X -A..
Bears the
&gnatare

The Kind You Rave Always Bought

Said it isn't what you
earn, but what you
spend that keeps you
p Jor.
The man who makes
it a point to save something, no matter what
his salary may be, is
the one who gets ahead.
Are you saving something each month?

RCIAL
&SAVE
BANK
GS
1111110,rCOME
pp„,EN,x
BUILDING HOPKINSVILLE,tiY
Feel

MEMPHIS", Sept., 14.—The annual reunion in honor of Gen. Nathan
Bedford Forrest will take place at
.slemphis, Oct. 17. Those who have
seen the parades in the past will remember how a long line of old vets,
all members of Forrest's command,
rode down Second and Main streets.
l'hey were revivified with youth and
!night have remind. d those who had
4-otie through the trylng times durMany Hopkinsville Readers Have Heard
ing the '60-1 of the boys who rode
it and Profited 1 hereby.
out with their intrepid cominander
and who returned when the war was
overt
., to their duties as private citi"Good news travels fast" and the
thousands of bad luck sufferers in zens.
This year the same parade will
Hopkinsville are glad to learn that
take
place, but some of those who
prompt relief is within their reach.
rode
in
former years will be missing,
Many a lame, weak and aching back
some
have
gone to their last abode.
is bad no more thanks to Doan's
The
parade will be one cf the featKidney Pills. Many people are telling the good news of their experi- ures of the reunion, but at East End
park there will be waiting for the
ence with the old Quaker
old
vm ts a magnificient barbecue. At
Here is an example worth reading:
he
park there w ill also be speaking
R. H. Buck, living on South Frankand
music.
lin street, Madisonville. Ky., sit .s:
There will be no carriages in the
"Doan's Kidney Pills is an exceedingly good remedy for kidney parade, except those used for old
oomplaint and backache. I was and iefirm veterans who will be unnever seriously troubled until about able to ride horseback. There will
nine months ago I was taken with be no sponsors or maids of honor.
As the members of Forrest's coman attack of backache caused I think
by a strain from overlifting. I was mand are scattered all over the
annoyed a good deal. I saw Doan's United States, veterans from every
.Kidney pills advertised and con- commonwealth in the Union are excluding to give them a trial, got a pected to be on hand. An effort will
supply. They proved very satisfac- be made
to get many to come who
tory, curing the attack in a short
(lid
not attend last year in order
time. Son* time later there were
symptoms of a recurrence and I ap- that they may take the place of
pealed to Doan's Kidney pills again. those who rode in the ranks at the
r,l'hey relieved me in a short time and last reunion and have since passed
they kept my kidneys in an excel- over the river of death.
lent condition."
For sale by all dealers. Price. 50e,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
sole agents for the United States
Remember the name—Doan's--and
take no other.
MEACHAM CONSTRUCTION CO
Incorporated.
General Contractors and Ci .1 En
gineers. Concrete fouu a(Less
floors and pavements. All cl tsses
of engineering, including e ty and
farm surveying. Second ln ed iron
fences, curbing and pavemeel hi ick
for sale. It. E. Cooper, P' st.; 3.
H. Champlin, Secy dr Tree ; lbo Iman Y. Meacham, V. P
(Jet
Mgr.; (ins Moore, Jr., lo eti engineer. 811 S. Main St.. Elor-dtri y file,
Kentucky.

lIdild

Cm'ov. Beckham's opening speech
was a masterl effort and is creating
wide interest in the present campaign. The array of facts which
Kentucky's next t. nited States senator is using is unanswerable.
In recounting the achievements
of the Democratic administration
Gov. Beckham tells th3 truth in a
plain way. He takes the Voters into his confidence and turns the record page by page showing that the
commonwealth does not owe a dollar and has a credit that is unsurpassed.
Contrast this with the wreck of
bankruptcy and "red carnival rf
military usuipations and bloodshed"
left by the Republican administration of affairs in Kentucky and
Democracy can review its career
with extreme satisfactiou.
When Gov. Beckham declares to
his constituents that, nct alone is
the state's indebtedness wiped out,
but behind the doors of the state's
vaults there is one million, three
hundred thousand dollars; that a
magnificent capital building, costing
more than a million dollars. and all
paid for, is nearing completion; that
out of a reduced tax rate, now 50c,
she gives 26;ic to the public schools
and normal schools, one-half cent
to the State college and two cents to
the sinking fund to pay the interest
on school bonds, making 29c to that
cause, leaving 21c for all the general
expenses of the commonwealth in
all its branches and all of its institutions; that new laws enacted have
advanced the moral and social life
hi Kentucky until other states are
recognizing Kentucky as a :criterion
in such laws by adopting' like laws;
that, as a result of Democratic administration, the industrial welfare
of the state has enjoyed greater advancement in the past eigl t years
than in the thirty years preceeding
that time; that out of Kentucky's
119 counties 93 are dry and the state
stands about first in the high development of her local option laws;
that the banner of Democracy means
-Peace, Prosperity and Happiness
14t:It1:74
AR Rir;
to all Kentuckians," there is awakHAIR BALSAM I
Cleanses and beaut.fien
ened in the voters the pride that is
l',ornotes a luxuriant growth. •-•./
Piev,iv Pails to restore Gray
characteristic in Kentuckians to
Hair to its Youthrei Color.
Cum onsep diqeae & hair failiug.
have all that is good, true and hon50c,and $1.0u at Druata
est. It means 't ietory for the Dem
ocracy; it means the election to the
Can't think? Got
head or back ache?
United States senate of Gov. BeckPaine all over your
body? Tryham, who has proved himself to be
the idle Kentucky Democrat; the
0 Trial
Bottle
one who has faltered at no duty and
WIIII
10
Cte
IT'S
LIQUID
the one who has brought order out
EFFECTS
of anarchy, solvency out of bankIMMEDIATELY
REMOVES THE CAUSE,
ruptcy'and moved the dial of proRelieves Indigestion, Pains also.
Regular size 250 & 50c at druggists.
gress forward, instead of backward,
'.r!SUMPTION
_
Price
as was done by the Republican lead- Futi
011aHS and
50c Si $1.00
Real Estate.
OLDS
Free Trial.
ers, who have always ha I at heart
the spoils of state and federal patron
List your property for mode with
Guaranteed for all THROAT and
Wood tir Wood real estate agents.
age rather than the welfare of the
LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
BACK.
people of the commonwealth.
and 14-2.
d-wtf.

Branch Gracey,Ky., H. C. McGehee Cashier

Licbig COMPANY'S
fxtract of Beef

FORTHE

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with.
them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother ..'
must pass usually is so full of suffering,I
'
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and :soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasat feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that si
passes till ough
the event saf,: t and with but
little suffering, ..es numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
THE BRADFIELD REGUIATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.

Er. King's
Ecli
, ,. c Discoveni

Take pleasure in announcing that after having made an exhaustive investigation into the merits , of
the various Carnival Companies with a view to selecting one that combined a high grade of excellence, their choice is

The Highest Class Organization on Earth. Pioneers of Moral Amusement Enterprises
No Rivals
No Equals

BE THE BEST
The repuration of this company for furnishing pure, wholesome, clean, moral entertainment has
never been equalled. They come endorsed by the press, cleraty and people from everywhere they
have exhibited, and will present the Gala Week,

12 STRICTLY MORAL SHOWS--12
4 DASHING, DARING FREE ACTS--4
Including the Celebrated Royal Italian Band
The Eagles of Hopkinsville individually and edlectively stake their reputation that each mdividursi attraetion shall be moral and interesting and worthy of the patronage of any lady or gentleman and youth of both sexes of this or any other state.
There will be something doing day and night. Thousands of electric lights will illuminate
the
city. The wondrous free acts will take place at intervals every day and every night. Let the
week
of SeAember 30 to October 5 brighten your lives and glaiden your hears.
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RADFORD REELECTED COUNTY CHAIRMAN IBREATHITT ENTERS UPON HIS CAMPAIGN
SKIRTS

THE HOPKINSVILLE CANDIDATE

vviNS IN HARMONIOUS CONTEST

MAKES SPEECH AT MARION.

WITH W. T. FOWLER.

FAMILIAR TALK OF "MACHINE"

LATTER MADE VICE CHAIRMAN

Harks Back to Goebel Law and GraceW. A. Glass Unanimously

fully Sidesteps Burning Issues

Chosen

A Beautiful line
of ready made
skirts just received.

of Tne Campaign.

Secretary and Consents to Serve
Again.—Every Committeeman
Present.

MARION, Ky., -Sep t 16.—J udg
James Breathitt, of Hopkinsville,
Republican candidate for attorneygeneral of Kentucky, spoke here
this afternoon, and began his stumpThe election which was held at the
ing campaign in western Kentucky.
courthouse Saturday afternoon for
He characterized the present race
the purpose of selecting a chairman
for
state offices as one of the most
vice-chairman and secretary for the
.
JUDGE JAMES BRE.ATHITT.
W. RADFORD.
W.
in the history of the comimportant
commitexecutive
county
Christian
He asserted that the
monwealth.
associa
te of the Planters Protective
Democrats were seeking suffrages
tion resulted in the re-election of the
without any platform or declaration
old officers, I. e., W. W. Radford,
of /principles, each candidate being
chairman; W. T. FoWler, vice chairleft
to promise what he pleased,
secretary.
Glass,
A.
and
W.
man
Main Street.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
the power to perform. He
without
chairman
for
When nominations
"I
it;
of
none
would
Stanley
But
correspecial
at
of
a
Radford
length
the
discussed
Banks,
platform
James N.
were called for b4th Mr.
Ewing, the ,Republican party. He made a
and Judge Fowler were placed in respondent of the Henderson Glean- can't," he simply said to Mr.
for my plea for the voters to put the welfare
compensation
take
cannot
"I
in
nomination. Each gentlemen then or, attended the tobacco rally
My of the state above party allegiance,
cause.
noble
this
stated his case in a short speech, the Hopkinsville when Congressman services in
generous
and
good
and charged that the Democratic
utmost harmony prevailing through- Stanley spoke, and wrote to this pa- people have been
the
me
afforded
has
it
and
me,
to
secret
follows:
party was dominated by a political
by
as
per
taken
was
out. The vote
great
first
the
seize
to
delight
keenest
imthe
of
you
told.
machine.
were
has
The wire
ballot and when the totals
Judge Breathitt spent considerable
drawn it was shown that Mr. Rad- naense gathering of Kentucky mai opportunity where my capacities
1 ord had received 17 votes andJudge Tennessee tobacco growers at Hop- supplied me with sufficient power to time in discussing the Goebel law
Fowler 12, and Mr. Radford_ was kinsville, this August 30th, to hear be of some assistance to my op- and its results. He ridiculed the asW. T. Tandy, Cashier.
E. B. Long, President.
the Hon. A. 0. Stanley's 'defense of pressed, insulted and plundered sertion of his opponent, John K.
therefore declared eleeted.
Before the candidates spoke, a the co-operating farmers against the friends. Leave to me the comfort- Hendrick, that there is no Demoballot liiad been spread, and was on malevolent assaults of the Tobacco ing reflection it, was done without cratic machine, after the latter
thought of Compensation.",
T ust's press agents.
had made a similar charge in
the table uncounted while they were in1
Service is religion; service to one's his race for governor in 1903.
wish every member of the Stemaddressing the comm ittee. At the
Capital, $60,000.00
ng District Tobacco Association fellow man; ser$Oce 'to some noble "I (lon't believe," he said, "that
conclusion of the speeches, the balcause.
Thousands
there.
a
d
been
n
have
destroyed,
John
csiuld
Hendwas
courageous
big-hearted,
lot, on motion,
Surplus,$70,000.00
Measured by that standard, Stan - rick belongs to any political maan- of happy, hcpeful, prosperous farmnew vote taken, with result
This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky
era were there, and I judge that there ley is a saint.
chine; there is too much honor and
nounced above.
in proportion of surplus to capital.
For vice-chairman Judge Fowler, were quite fifteen hundred from. Seems odd .3.“-e-ens sorter reckless manhood in him, but he is tied to
it?
saint—don't
a
one of its wheels and it is whirling
In S U111:11L US There is STRENGTH
Dr. J. L. Barker, of Pembroke, and Tennessee in that vast throng. For —to call Stanley
Rider,
Night
him
call
people
Trust
Stanalone
is
Ewing
Newstead,
Felix
of
to
impugned
ruin."
He
second
McGaughey,
him
political
to
Robert
We invite your account as a safe depository for your funds. •
the motives of Governor Beckham in
were nominated. When the ballots ley placed by, Tennesseans in the devil. demagoile.
Deposit your valuable papers in our vault—safe from fire and
•
AV hat is definition? Define man? naming reform candidates in Louis-• burglars.
were counted Judge Fowler had 19 upbuilding of that, immortal aggreap•
mere
a
best
At
ville, and said it was only a move of
and each of his opponents five. gation known as the Dark Tobseco Any individual?
Upon motion of Dr. Barker, Judge Protective Association of Kentucky, proximation. Define a Stanley? the machine for the purpose of fool41"
,
ing the moral element in Lonisville,
Fotter's election was then made Ill- Tennessee and Virginia. I have Impossible!
•
deto
any
to
impossible
is
it
Since
leaders
prominent
most
the
heard
anigious.
and it was never intended that they
••••••04111001100001111011.110411
The formalities of a secret ballot down there ungrudgingly yield that fine a Stanley, this writer has as should be dominated for the offices 00411•••••••
were done away with when the el- place to Stanley. And the rank and good right as another to attempt it: to which they were appointed. He
ection of a sectary was reached, an-I tile of the ' Membership, whether say then, liberally, he is half dill.] talked at length of the financial conMr. Glass' name was put in nomina- Kentuckians or Tennesseans, simply and half genius, with flashes of il- dition of Kentucky, and charged the
tion and he was elected by acclama- idolize the great young leader who luminating executive practicability, administration with the manipulation. Mr. Glass has served the com- has donated so much of his time and a fascinating reincarnation combina- tion of tax lists, attacked the new
mittee most faithfully for the past and money to freeing the tobacco tion of Dickie, Steele, Oliver Gold- revenue law and alleged gross exNothing/ Speaks Better of a Young/ Man
three years and at first he positively trrowers of that vast di:trict from smith, Brinsley Sheridan. Chief travagance and mismanagement in
4.
Than A
refused to a'ccept the office again but the galling chains of Trust slavery. Justice Robertsoe ; I ('ou'r. of pilblic expenditures. He assailes: L 1st," ed "night riding" and said: "The
both Chairman Radford and Vice- During the first two years of the ex- Monte Cristo. I.' • •
r'&t criminal laws were better enforced
v
;L
•it
Lr•
poet,drainatist.
Stanley
with
him
'Chairman Fowler pleaded
istence of that Association,
•,1:
hi
i ne. under Governor Bradley than under
Henry
and
orator
until (te consented to accept the was ever at the beck and call of teeso. the present administration, the Lord
1
ial
ei
office for the Comiug year.
lix Ewing. Night or day, rain or Actually all that.
twenty
nine
votthe
of
Everyone
It stamps its owner as a young fellow of
shine, fair weather or foul weather, Neither saint nor devi.irt.r yet N igbt knows, for he it said to the shame of.
ing precincts in the country was repbigbig-brained,
a
Rider—rather
for
been
has
brains, ambitions, thrift and economy;in
Kentucky, that there
resented and a full vote was polled when the summons came from Felix
atm
with
And
sinner.
loveable
1
hearted,
fact, as the possessor of the qualities tleat
last few years a perfect saturnalia of
each time. When the matter of el- Ewing it met with prompt compliI
and
Congressman
good
a
rattling
all
ecting officers was reaching Mr. ance on the part of Stanley. For
stand for SUCCESS. We particularly
crime in the state. In certain parts aila
!
Mr. Radford vacated the chair and Stanley knew Use sick leader was a most efficient Trust Buster.
solicit the accounts of young men.
of the state life has been constantly ati
I
R. C. Rives was named asl temporary
and
Mirabeau
old
way,
thy
Go
to
amounting
property
danger,
and
all
pressed
in
but exhausted
c lairman and he conducted the el- hard
t
and overwhelmed by the fierce as- Israel Putnam roiled in one, since thousands of dollars destroyed by
e Ann's.
ati
thou can'st not go another's. And I
of
meeting
monthly
The regular
saults of the powerful and merciless guess, yes, that Stanley and Bobby the torch of the midnight marauder,
t'-ie committee is being held at the Tobbacco Trust. And the gratitude
ale
Burns will, somewhere,sometime be peaceful citizens have been taken
court house today.
Hopkiusville, Kentucky.
of Felix Ewing knew no bounds, as rewarded for services to humanity. from their homes and subjected to It
Pain anywhere, pain in the head, was evidenced by his generous ten- For it is my belief Stanley as a humiliation and torture, homes have it
s clean as a star.
painful periods, neuralgia, toothache der of compensation to Stanley for statesman is is.
been fired into and women shot,
JAMES N. BANKS.
all pains can be promptly stopped by his timely and invaluable services.
either accidentally or purposely, and
a thoroughly safe little pink candy
the highways have been infested
t blet know to druggists everywhere
with roving bands of lawless men
as Dr. Shoop's headache tablets.
Pain simply means congestion—unbent on all manner of depredations
due blood pressure at the point
and wrongs against inoffensive citiDr. Shoop's
where pain ?xists.
headache tablets quickly equalizes
Will Speak In Hopkinsville On 12th zens."
J udge Breathitt said that the declathis unnatural blood pressure and
Of October.
Write FOR THE BIRDS FROM GUNS OF
pain immediately departs.
rations of the Democratic candidates
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., and get a
HUNTERS.
on temperance were about as bindfree trial package. Large hex 25c.
as the vaporings of a backwoods
ing
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
Hon. "Gus" Willson, Republican
candidate for magistrate, while the
Co. t Incorporated.)
Bird Season Closes Saturday —No candidate for governor, will soon Republicans favored a uniform local
.011166.0-4Illbm•.••••••••
invade the second congressional dis- option law with the county as the
More Hunting Until NovemMrs. Graddy's Death.
trict. He will speak in Owensboro governing unit. in closing he spoke
bar 15.
on
October 8; Calhoon, on Optober 9; humorously of the Louisville lid, and
Mrs. Nancy E. Graddy died Satsaid the governor had no more juris••••
MadisonvillelOctober 11; Hopkins- diction in the matter than he had in
urday afternoon at the home of S.
T. Casey, of Nortonville, of diseases
Saturday was the last day for vine, October 12.
tne Philippine Islands.
incident to her advanced age of sev- sportsmen until November 15. The
enty-eight years. The body was
was out on August
Incubators andWrooders.
buried in the old Concord cemetery. bird law, which
ended
Sunday,
and
1.
which
closed
The deceased was the mother of
The Bradley machines stands the
Mrs. David Smith, of this city.
one of the most enjoyable bird sea- test, hatches all fertile eggs, and
sons local sportsmen have had for raises strong healthy chicks. See The Louisville Post says:
To check a cold quickly. get from many Years. Birds have been plentiWhile it is not generally known,
their local agent C. L. DANIEL at
your dreggist some little candy cold
killed. Not only his poultry yards. South Virginia there is a memorial church on the
many
were
and
ful
tablets called Preventics. Druggists
birthplace of Jefferson Davis at
everywhere are now dispensing Pre- is the bird law closed, but no one is street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
wtf.
ventics, for they are not only safe allowed to'sboot a squirrel, rabbit,
Fairview, Todd county. This fact
but decidedly certain and prompt or any kind of game. The law will
to some discussion as
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are has given rise
Preventics contain no quinine, no be rigidly enforced this year. The
of converting the,
possibility
the
to
good for any one who needs a pill.
laxative, nothing narsh and sickening. Taken at the sneeze stage Pre- quail law, when the most favorite They are small, safe, sure, little farm on which Mr. Davis was born
ventics will prevent pneumonia, bird can be killed, opens on Novem- pills that do not gripe or sicken.Sold Into a national farm, a resolution to
bronchitis, lagrippe, etc. Hence the ber 15 and remains open until Janu- by R. C. Hardwick.
which effect was offered by Gen.
name, Preventica. Good for fever1
ary
1.
Simon Bolivar Buckner at the reish children. 48 Preventics 25c. Trial
HELD AS SUSPECT.
cent annual gathering of the famous
boxes be. Sold by Anderson & FowAn Ounce of Prevention
ler Drug Co. (Incorporated.)
Orphan Brigade at Glasgow.
Is wortn a pound of cure. There are
After the civil war the citizens of
many poor sufferers, Consumptives
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Sept. 16.—
county presented Mr. Davis
Todd
who are hopeless of getting well—
Fire Marshal Ayres today orwho, .f they had taken care of them- State
with a tract of land on the Linn on
selves, would now be well. A cough dered the arrest of Clarence Lock as which he; was born, and he later
is the foundation of consumption. a suspected felon. Lodz is the boy
Ballard's Horehound Syrup will cure who is believed to have set the gave it to the Baptist congregation,
which", after his death, built a memWHITE RIVER JUNCTION, that cough. Mrs. S—, Great Falls, Courier-Journal building on fire.
"I
have
\used
writes:
Montana,
church on it. This tract of
orial
Va., Sept. 16.—Twenty-four excurSyrup in my
Horehound
Ballard's
of less than nine acres
consists
land
sionists returning from the Cana- family for years—my children never
DIED OF OVERDOSE.
of
the original farm, which comdian provinces met death and many suffer with coughs." Sold by L. A.
prises 300 acres, all of which will be
otherf were injured yesterday in a Johnson dr Co.
---.66111164•61.611111111m.....
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., Sept. utilized if the plan matures.
fearful train wreck, due to a headSTATE FAIR OPENS.
16.—Miss Anna Craddock, of MunNeither the memorial ehurch nor
on collision on the Concord division
today
overfrom
died
an
fordville,
land on which it stands will be
the
of the Boston and Maine railroad
taken
coal
dose
a
tar
of
preparation
disturbed, but will be made one of
about four miles west of Canaan, Vt.
Ky., Sept. 16.— to relieve headache.
LOUISVILLE,
the attractions of the national faun.
'I he badly injured numbered nearly
opened here today with
fair
State
thirty, some of whom, it is thought,
largest attendance in the history
J. T. Wall & Co.. have just reThe new fall shapes in Hawes
. A misunderstand- the
may not survive,
fair on a first day. The exthe
of
ceived a fall line of Hawes sat and
stiff hats can he had now.
ing of orders by the crew of the
are the best ever known.
hibitions
hats. They are beautiety
stiff
•
J. T. WALL & CO.
freight train caused the accident.

‘4,
T. M. JONES,

STANLEY: NEMER SAINT NOR DEVIL
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FRAMERS OF PEACE

WILLSON COMING

SOMEONE

ON ORIGINAL FARM

TWENTY-FOUR DEAD

,

Said it isn't what you
earn, but what you
spend that keeps you
poor.
The man who makes
it a point to save something, no matter what
his salary may be, is
the one who gets ahead.
Are you saving something each month?

•

rr
L WE PAY rzt. ON SAVING ACCOI

•
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Is on every wrapper of Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery because a full
list of the ingredients composing it is
printed there in plait English. Forty
years of experience has proven its superior
It
worth as a blood purifier and invigoratOF INTEkEST FROM 1
/.1.
.
IN ing tonic for the cure of stomach disorders NOTES
UP-TO-DATE - ELOPEMENT
and all liver ills. It builds up the runFLC.WRISHING OWN.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
down system as no other tonic can in
Ayer's Hair Vigor, new immedicwhich alcohol is used. The active
proved formula, is a genuine
inal principles of native roots such as
1.iv
Rez,ult Was e
Ak
hair-food. It feeds, nourishes, Miss Van Cleve and Mr. Russell Are Golden Seal and Queen's root, Stone and Another Bal!
Bloodroot and Black
roct,
Mandrake
invigorstrengthens,
up,
i builds
a Foregone Conew.ion.—School
Cherrybark are extracted and preserved
Married on the Highway by the
triple'ctes. The hair grows more
pure,
chemically
of
use
by the
Begins Morday.
refined glycerine. Send to Dr. R.V.Pierce
Rev. A. P. Lyon.
rapidly,keeps soft and smooth,
which
booklet
free
for
Y.,
N.
at Buffalo,
and all dandruff disappears.
quotes extracts from well-recognized medical authoritt such as Drs. Bartholow,
I Aid nature a little. Give your
tZACEY, Ky., Sept. 16.—Well,
Coe, Ellingwood and a we have had another ball
King. Scud
(From Saturday's Daily)
hair a good hair-food.
game
host of othe ,showing that these roots
ir"
This
time
the
Does not change the color of the hair.
Wednesday.
With the modern feature of an can be
,GracOy
curative
nded upon for their
Formula with each bottle
automobile conspicuous, but with a action i all weak states of the stomach, Merchants team came out ahead as
ied y indigestion or dyspepsia. I said they would do.' (Parrish
j# Show it:.o your
background of Arcadian simplicity, accom
II bilious or liver complaints
well
as
an elopement occurred yesterday and in
-asting diseases” where there Meacham was the umpire of the ik
Mc' °arbout it,
Ask :
then do as he says
afternoon and two young lovers is lo
flesh and gradual running down game.) The Grateey Merchants team
are old timers and are a little too
pledged their troth under the blue of t strength and system.
You need not hesitate about using this canopy of the sky amid the caroling
he "Golckp Medical Discovery" makes much for the Gracey & Cadiz coman so invi,rorates an
hi
new Hair Vigorfrom anyfear of its changric
tes e s emu • i‘er &Do
ing the color of your hair. The new of birds as a wedding hymn.
re
att bination team. Al the close of the
We have added extensively to
premature
Miss
The contracting parties were
and.uhrouch them_ the whole sestet; game the score stood 9 to 6 in favor
Ayer's Hair Vigor prevents
color
pimples
the
blotches,
change
affections,
not
skin
does
all
Thus
but
grayness,
of merchants team.
Ermine Van Cleve, the lovely and
•
•
to our already larde stock, .in
cf the hair even to the slightest degree. accomplished daughter of Mr. and and eruptions /LS well as scrofulous swel•
Iierh..rt Me.Mat.h.
lings and old open running sores or ulcers
HOpk insville•
—Made by the J. C. Ayer Co. Low.l1. Mau.—
Mrs. J. J. Van Cleve, of South are cured and healed. In treating old attendtd th,
•
preparation for fall business
Wedu tkda •
Christian, and Mr. T. Mack Russell, running sores, or ulcers, it is well to in- 1
•
.0
Misses Claim anal Grace Martin,
UPTON TO RACE.
a prominent young citizen of Todd sure their healing to apply to them Dr.
•
and
were
never
in
better
shape
Pierce's All-Healing Salve. If your drug- left fur Lexington, Fy., last Satur6
DUBLIN,'Sept. 14.—The Royal county.
,
gist don't happen to have this Salve in
school
they
day
will
attend
where
to
supply
sweetyour
been
long
wants
than
at
had
the
inotified
couple
postage
The
in
today
cents
Club
fifty-four
Yacht
send
stock,
Irish
•
to Dr. R. V.Pierce, Invalids' Hotel this session.
-INew York Yacht Club that a chal hearts, but, owing to the young stamps
•
•
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Y., and
the present time.
lady's age, there were strong ma- a large box of the "All-Healing Salve"
•
Miss Mary Wadlington will leave
ternal; objections. So the young will readh you by return post.
In a few days for i-ehool at Lexing•
You can't afford to accept a secret nosfolks decided to take matters into trum
•
as a substitute for this non-alcoholic, ton.
their owl hands. Details of the medicine OF KNOWN COMPOSITION, not
•
Miss Hattie West. ofHopkinsville,
the -urgent dealer may
elopement were arranged by mail even though
•
profit.
thereby make a little bigger
and Mr. C. B. Tate spent last week
and telephone, and Mr. Russell,
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
•
stomach, liver and bowels. with the Misses Wadlingron.
bearing a note from the bride-to-be, iwid invigoratetiny
•
granules, easy to take
Sugar-coated,
Mrs. W. T. Wadlington has reobtained a license here.
•
as candy.
turned from a visit to her sister at w
Miss Van Cleve, who was visiting
•
Guthrie.
her brother, Mr. Thomas Van Cleve,
•
A Traveling Man's Experience
in Cadiz, left there yesterday after•
Mrs..T. A. McGehee, of Clarksnoon in a buggy with Mr. Georg. "I must tell you my experienca on ville,is visiting Mrs. H. C. McGehee
•
Mimms, cf Trenton, and started!. an east bond 0. R. & N. R. R. train this week.
•
from
to Le Grade, Ore.,"
toward Hopkinsville. Mr. Russell, writesPendleton
•
Sam A. Garber, a well known
H. R. Morgan has moved with his
having with him the Rev. A. P. Ly- traveling man. "I was in the smok•
on, pastor of the Methodist church, ing department with several otheg family,to Gracey and is now carry•
left here in an automobile. The par- traveling men when one of them ing the mail on rural'route No. 3, he
•
Photo bir Lafayette, London.
tiedmet a .short distance east of went out into the coach and came being,eligible on the list when the
•
WA THOMAS LIPTON.
back and said, 'There is a woman place was made vacant by the death
with the motor car as sick
unto death in the car.' I at once
I enge fol. a series of races for the- Gracey, and
assumed the nuptial vows. got up and went out, found her very of M. M. Martin.
•
' .Americta's cup will be mailed on the an altar
Chatfeur Leslie ill with cramp colic, her hands and
•
Umbria tonight. The races are to Mr. Mimms and
Miss
Kelmad,
Dorothy
of.Clarksants were drawn up so you could
•
take p10,ce next year off andy Hooks were the wHnesses.
not straighten them, and with a ville spent last Sunday and Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Russell came on to deathlike look on her face./ Two or 'with Mrs.11. C..McGehee.
•
It\is said the challenge comes from
Hopkinsville in the automobilt- three ladies were working with her
Sir Th4mas Lipton.
•
(Incorporated)
The'Gracey schoolla will start sup
and remained at Hotel Latham un- and giving her whisky. I went to
•
my suit case and got my bottle of next Monday w;th two teachers.The •
There are a great many people til midnight, when they left over the Chamberlain's Cholic, Cholera and
••
•
17th and( anton Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky
who have slight attacks of indiges- Louisville & Nashville railroad for Diarhoea Remedy, (I never travel house is now about completed, and
tion aid dyspepsia nearly all the Louisville, where they will spend a without it), ran to water cooler, put everything points to a good school.
•
time. Their food may satisfy the ap- few days and then go to the bride- a dtsuble dose of the medicine in the We now have as nice a building as rt
petite *tit it fails to nourish the body groom's farm near Trenton.
glass, poured some water into it and you will find any where in the state
had for a town ef this size and the
simply'because tha stomach is not in
stirred it with a pencil; then
fit condition to do the work it is supquite a time to get the ladies to ,let •
posed to do. It can't digest the food
me give it to her, but I succeeded. I trustees are to be congratulated on
She Found Relief.
be
the way they have worked in this
you e4t. The stomach should
If you are troubled with liveI.corn_ could at once see the effect and I 4
given help. You ought to take some
with her, rubbing her hands 'mattet.
worked
thing that will do the work your sto- plaint and have not received help and in twenty minutes I gave her ,
.............—
mach gan't do- ,Kodol for Digestion road this. Mrs. Mary E. Hammond, another dose. By this time we were
,
Stomach tret.bles, heart and kidand Dyspepsia, combination of na- Moody, Tex."I Was in poor health— almost into Le Grande where I was
tural digestants and vegett,ble acids, with liver trouble—for over a year. to leave the train. I gave the bottle nev ailments can be quickly correctdigests the food Nitselt and gives
to the husband to Ix used in case ah- ed by a prescription known to drugtried
I
and
good
no
me
did
Doctors
stomach.
the
to
health
and
strength
ather dose should be needed, tait by gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's RePleasant to taks. 8014 by R. C. Herbine, and three bottles cured me. the time the train ran into LeGrande storative. The prompt and eurprisI can't say too much for Herbine, as she was all right, and I received the ing relief which this remedy immeHardwick.
it is a wonderful liver medicine. I thanks of every passenger in the 'diately brings is entirely due to the
There's a reason for the sale of over 3,000 lbs
have it in the house. Pubalways
restorative action upon the controlThose desiring life insurance wil lish where you wish." For sale by car." For sale by Anderson & Fow- !ling
of
the
nerves
etc.
stomach,
ler Drug Co., incorporated.
find it to their interest to investigate L. A. Johnson.
I A weak stomach, causing dyspep- of Cheese in the past nine months. Our phone
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a --seer used to sing him to sleep. They est memory you have of the old home-) fool, as did David down in King
were the divine promises with which rtead? When your parents were bring- Achish's court. But, my young friend,
God adopted him as his child. The lug you up you thought those statutee
have a wide and varied experience.
covenant with, which Abraham's chil- of God were awfully strict. It did and I want to tell you that it never
dren and children's children became seem at times as though Sunday would pays to break one of God's laws. And
part of God's great redemption plan never get through. "%Alien you got up I also want you to know that £01110 of
was th same covenant with which early lu the moraine there were the the trials and troubles of life of whi:di
Christina enter into adoption as God's new baseball and the fine bat. "No. no," you are now complaining are yet to be
chuldren.I And they are the same di- , said mother; "you cannot use them the keynotes which are to sound forth
viue pro ises with which our children I today. Better put them away In the your most glorious and happy songs of
enter lntb covenant relations with God. closet, and then you will be out of praise.
By Rev.
But there is one word in reference
Now, he great practical question ! temptation." And then when the othwhich cdines before us today is, How er boys w:'re ready to go °X iiehing to my text to which I want to draw
frank De Witt Talmage, D.D.
can a child of Christian parents be- you had to come back for family pray• your attention. It is the last word:
le
le
come a child of the covenant? In the •ers. Then those long tramps with the "Thy statutes have been my song in
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 15.—In this old dispensation the rite of circumci- !delicate food fer tin, sick neighbors—It the house of my pilgritringe." Now,
serinon the preacher shows that to the sion made a child a partaker in the Cid Peelll that mother was ahvays what is the pilgrimage? "Oh." you
man or woman who is living aright covenant. Abraham was a child of Fending food to some one. And then answer, "a pilgrimage is a journey; it
and in harmony with God's laws God. He was to inherit Palestine, and, those Bible stories you had to leern is a long tramp; it is a long, wearithose laws are no longer a burden, but besides this, he was to have the divine when "Robinson Crusoe" end that new some, tiresome trip." Is that your
are transformed into a continual song protection. His descendants were to book of Jules Verne were lying so definition of a pilgrimage? Then, my
of encouragement. The text is Psalm enjoy the same privilege so long as near—my, how you am grumble and friend, it Is a wrong definition, for you
cx1f, 54, "Thy statutes have been my they obeyed God's law. The promises twist and fume and worry! And thee have only told me half the truth. 'Tis
songs in the house of my pilgrimage." of God were to be continued from one It seemed as though your father kept true, a pilgrimage is a journey. But it
N,ever did sculptor's chisel create generation to another to all of Abra- a regular hotel for all the ministers Is distinctively a journey to a shrine.
twe statues of more opposite charac- ham's descendants who fulfilled the ob- who came to your town. Then your Now, what was the sacred place toterthan are Michael Angelo's "Moses" ligations of the covenant. It was a father would never let you play cards ward which the pilgrimage of David
an "David." When you study these bargain, and the seal of it was the out- or go to the country dances. The oth- was heading? Why, there is only one
twa wonderful figures it does not seem ward rite which marked the child as er boys went, but not you. Oh, how rational answer: It is the sacred place
possible that the same human brain an heir of the covenant. In other strict those old folks were: Why, your of heaven. It was toward the sacred
could conceive both. They are differ- words, circumcision in the old dispen- mother would not even let your sis- place where Christ and all David's
ent as the storm cloud and the sun- sation was the sealing of a parental ter .wear a law necked dress, because dear ones were to greet him. It was
shine, as the rumbling onrushing ava- 'compact with God. Let me illustrate. she said it was Immodest. But, tell not a pilgrimage which began at the
lanche breaking loose from ite anchor- You come to me and want to buy a me, do you not today glory in those cradle and ended at the grave, but it
age and the bubbling, laughing, leap- tract of land for $10,000. I say, "Mr. strict ways of your old. home? Those was a pilgrimage which began at the
ing, happy brook gurgling down the 'Jones, why are you buying this land?" old folks were so strict that they cradle and ended at the great white
mountain side. They are different as "Oh," you answer, "I am buying this would never do anything they thought throne of God. Oh, was it not a glorithe: shrieks and the groans of the car- land for a homestead where I can live the statutes of the Load forbade them ous destiny toward which the ancient
nage of battle and the soft cooing lul- and my children,yean live after me, to do. But did not those strict laws psalmist was heading? It was to enlabies of a mother rocking her baby generation after generation." "All of God bring a peace to your old home- ter the presence of the God whose statto dleep. In other words, the one stat- right," I say, "I can sell you the land, stead which not any of the.. so called utes had becqme songs to him. That is
ue .represents power and the other but you will have to pay the taxes and liberal ideas of the present time have the man who will enjoy heaven. Not
love. The one represents the crags fulfill your obligations to the county, over produced? Yes, I think we have the man to whom the laws of God are
and the cliffs and inaccessible heights and your children will have to do the a right, like David, to sing, "Thy stat- burdensome and painful, but he whose
of ;old Sinai, with its bare rocks in- same when they inherit." You under- utes have been me songs in the happy delight it is to obey and serve God.
dented by the sword cuts of the light- stand that, and t say: "Then in con- days of my childhood."
To him, even in this world, there come
nings, and the other represents the sideration of $10,000 I will give you a
of the songs of heaven. His
echoes
Singing to Keep Step.
melodious harp of the young shepherd deed of that land for yourself and your
a miraculous power. Why,
acquire
ears
But the statutes of the Lord were
boy singing to his sheep among the heirs forever. That deed will seal the
he can hear all the relistens
he
as
more than a sacred memory of the
wild flowers of the valley and the bargain." Just so the descendants of
singing their songs
heaven
of
deemed
were
They
boyhood.
David's
scenes of
dreamy relaxation of the poet while, Abraham entered into covenant with
the songs by which the young man of triumph. Yes, the statutes of the
4 1ylivg upon a couch of softest leaves, God. They were under obligations of
and the middle aged man kept step in law have been his song so long that
he watches the parent birds feed their which the rite was the visible sign.
the journey of life. Just the same as he can catch the songs of the heavenly
young among the swaying branches But the rite counted for nothing if the
the German soldiers when on a line of lands. Christian, as you are now,
overarching his noontide resting place. obligetions were not fulfilled. The
march invariably start up one of their can you not catch a faint whisper of
Never did Phidias' colossal statue of later history of Abraham's descendants
national airs and sing as they tramp your dear ones singing in the other
"Zeus" at Ells or Canova's "Theseus" proved that the real condition was obealong and all in unison keep step to world?
at Vienna represent greater strength dience and that when this was not
the music, so this marvelous man of Through the harsh voices of our day
than does Angelo's "Moses" at Rome. rendered the outward sign was not acA low, sweet prelude finds its way;
my text kept step to the laws of God Through
clouds of doubt and creeds of
Never did Praxiteles' "Aphrodite" at cepted. It became a mockery when it
during his journey of life and sang
fear
at
Ariadne"
"Sleeping
the
Cnidus or
"no longer represented a change of as he walked along. I am very much A light is breaking calm and clear.
Rome reveal more love or poetic sym- heart.
Impressed with this figure by an ex- That song of love now low and far
metry than does Angelo's marvelous
My brother, do you wonder that Da- perienc,e I had some years ago In the Ere long shall swell from star to star;
That light the breaking day which Ups
statue of "David" at Florence.
vid said, "Thy statutes have been my German capital.
The golden spired Apocalypse.
But, though we have a perfect right songs when I was a baby in the cra[Copyright, 1907, by Louis Klopsch.)
was a young boy and
I
time
that
At
to think of David the musician. David dle?" Was not David consecrated to
fatigued from
much
very
physically
the poet, David the imaginative youth, God when he was a child by a godly
I had crawled into bed
who is always singing the praises of father and mother? Will you not al- sightseeing.
out and almost intired
thoroughly
God, I wonder if we have not some- low Christ to take you and hold you
into one of those
fallen
had
stantly
times overlooked the fact that David close to his loving heart because your
come to healthy
which
sleeps
deep
sang his songs of triumph under the Christian mother gave you to him by
girls after a long day's
and
boys
shadow of old Mount Sinai and that he prayer and pledge when you were a
tramp. Suddenly I awoke in the ear13
•I had but a vague and shadowy idea of little innocent child? Thou divine Fathe morning. Like Paul In
the tenderness of the cross of Jesus ther, by the sacred mounds of my fa- hours of
I knew not at first whether
vision,
his
is what Mrs. Lucy
- Chiist. The poetic eyes of David in ther's and mother's graves, I thank
flesh or out of the flesh.
the
in
was
I
Stovall,of Tilton. Gs,
flu; statue may not search us from out thee that thou art and always wilt be
and yet from nosaid after taking
of deep sockets or from under over- a covenant making Christ and wilt From everywhere
to roll into m;
arehing forehead, as do the penetrating save me in answer to the prayers of where there seemed
Kodol Dyspepsia
room great tidal waves of harmony.
ey4s of Moses the lawgiver, but the my losing parents for Christ's sake.
Cure.
Hundreds
The volume was so great and yet the
aame thought that teemed in the brain
of
otherweak
The Songs of Childhood.
time so perfect that the voices soundof'Moses lived and throbbed in the
women are
But the statutes were more than the ed like the chorps of many waters.
brdin of David. All through the Psalms
guardian aagels which sang the songs Louder and louder swelled the song.
being reI find that the Ten Commandments of
of the Nativity over the manger of I leaped out of bed to see what was
to perfec.
stored
Mount Sinai are the skeletons upon
Bethlehem of Judaea. They sang for the matter. Then I heard the tramp,
this rem
by
health
which David the psalmist based his
David the happy songs of childhood. tramp, tramp of a long line of soldier;
tidy.
may be
YOU
praises. When David writes his most
The statutes became songs of rejoic- marching. As these soldiers marched
you
well if
will take
beautiful songs he seems to be echoing
ing. They were the conditions of son- they sang with their deep, powerful
In Irhyme what Moses, the great lawIt.
ship and inheritance which it was a Teutonic voices. As they sang they
giVer, had written 500 years before in
Indigestion causes
joy to fulfill. They were the sweetest kept step to the musks So in;David's
the books of the Pentateuch. David's
all the sicknearly
recollections of the old homestead journey of life the laws of God were
poetry is only Moses' laws and comworhge
that
,
ness
They
boy.
growing
when he was a
the songs by which he kept step after
mandments set to music.
nourishof
system
were the songs which made his father he had left the old homestead.
the
Nave. It deprives
The Law of God.
and mother and brothers one at the
ment and the delicate organs peculiar to
David the Anointed.
It was so with the other poets whose family altar. They were the songs
— weaken. and become
In the first place, there was that women suffer
compositions are in that great hymnal. which taught him how to say his
Lassoed.
Trimn almost anywhere in the Psalms evening prayers at his mother's knee. overwhelming bugle call by which Dalad
and you can find this fact illustrated. They were the songs which made him vid was set aside when yet a mere
cold
Oh,
Israel.
of
king
WIpt is the burden of the One Hun- as a child study the old Mosaic laws. as the future
of
drri and Nineteenth Psalm? It is the They were the songs by which be was David ever cease to praise the law
his
In
day
tremendous
that
for
God
law, the rock ribbed law of God. "Oh, corrected vOloen he did wrong. And '
how I love thy law! It is my medita- they were th6 songs which taught him history when Samuel came into the
!
tern day and night," Is the song. What faith in God re we!! as faith in his home of his father Jesse and poured 'nobles the stomach and digestive organs
For
is the burden of the First Psalm? It fellow men. In other words, they were the anointing oil upon his head?
yoe o digest and assimilate all of the wholedo
mouths
and
weeks
and
days
as
I
and
you
is the law of God. What is the burden the same laws by which
iome food that may be eaten. It nourishes
of the Thirty-seventh Psalm and the boys and girls were developed in a not believe he pondered over his comlie body, and rebuilds the weak weans.,
aged
an
was
he
When
glory?
ing
Fortieth Psalm and the Seventy-eighth Christian home for our life's etruggle.
health and strength. Kodol cures
restoring
althe
as
white
hair
his
wiLh
king,
Passim? It is the law of God. And If you did not learn these statutes of
benot
you
do
blossoln,
constipation. dyspepsia, sour
in
ridigestion,
tree
mond
today in the words of my text the God when you were young, then you
that
fact
the
la
gloried
still
he
lieve
heartburn and all mammal
belching,
izings,
shepherd poet tells us that the statutes are poor indeed. If you did learn the
fill
to
one
as
aside
him
set
had
God
you
disorders.
were young.
of I God have been his songs in the laws of God when
house of his pilgrimage all through his then the memory of them makes you a throne? And yet has there no
anointing come to us? Has not each
life. The law of Moses is here found rich indeed.
The happiness of our childhood days one of us been set apart to do some
to ,be the theme of the sweetest singer
-.111111Ffil.
Sonar bottle bolas 1$4
was not dependent upon the size of our special work which cannot be done by I limos
Israel ever produced.
se sub as the
Did you ever stop to think that the father's pocketbook. But to a great any one else? We have not been called I trial.ee 40 sees sit4
la4vs of God could be set to music? extent it was dependent upon whether to fill a throne, but we have been callFor sale by R. C. Hardwick.
011, how prosaic a book of common our parents obeyed and made us obey ed, as David was, to serve our generais
it
that
law is to the average man! When the statutes of our Lord in the house tion and to testify to others
my brother was a young student in of our pilgrimage. Some time ago a good to obey the statutes of God.
the law college he one day came to sorrowing son was on the way back • Then, like David, we should glory
mt father and placed before him a to the village of his boyhood to bury In the fact that God has not only dela book and said: "Father, read that, an aged parent "How much was your tailed us for an especial work of life,
Did you ever read any set of rules so father worth when he died?" asked one but also because God has cared for es
dry or so uninteresting?" Truly, for of his friends. "Nothing; I think he and guided us and protected us while
a young man a lawbook is a dry and was worth less than nothing. I sup- we are doing that work. That would
uninteresting book, but when the pose I shall have to bury him." But be a careless father who would tell a
young man has mastered those dull the day after the funeral the young son to go and do something and then
child
codes and uses them in his practice man was going down the village street. not care for the welfare of the
parenthe
out
carrying
while
was
he
met
he
man,
an old
they are changed from dry skeletons As he walked along
into living forces. Then he sees how who held out his hand and said: "God tal orders. So God's divine protection
ill* legal enactments are the great bless you, my boy. Jim, you had a during all of David's life and during
blriers by which the rights of men good father. I knew him for over all of our lives has been hovering over
We will begin our Fall Term
when
arp protected against the assaults of forty years and I never knew him to us and helping us upon our feet
Sept. 3rd,: and those who are
us back
evildoers. So with David. When he do one act which did not stamp him as we have fallen and bringing
we
when
virtue
contemplating taking a course
of
path
straight
the
to
mkstered the principles of God's laws a noble, brave Christian hero." And a
caught
been
and
away
wandered
have
In
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young
girl
a
on
farther
little
stopped
hs, was able to clothe them with poetic
Do
sin.
of
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entangled
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In
Typewriting Or
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father
your
Telegraphy,
"Jim,
said:
and
him
inlagery. He saw the far reaching eftlie
in
gloried
David
you
that
wonder
my
ever
friend
mother
best
had.
the
enter on
Penmanship
should
fei!t of those laws. Instead of being
said,
a ‘..ollection of skeletons bleaching in a When papa died he gathered in all our old divine commandment which
said date in order to be classilaw shall not depart
ceinetery they became to him a living harvests and has made it possible for "This book of the
fied.
but thou shalt medipirer. As living principles they wel- us to live.' A little farther on he out of thy mouth,
Our night school will open on
and night that thou
calmed him at the cradle. They guid- met another man, who said. "Jim, tate therein day
date.
same
all
to
do according
ed him through childhood's hours. there is not a man, woman or child in tnayest observe to
shalt
Call
thou
for
or address
therein,
is written
Tfiey led him forth into the struggle of this whole region who has not been that
then
and
prosperous
way
thy
make
yoking manhood. They were the crown brought nearer to God on account of
have good success?"
. Thus as an the noble life of your father." When thou shalt
o4 glory of his old ag,
It Does Not Pay.
aited servant of God he celebrates the the youngAetn turned his steps toward
And today I would especially imgibry of old Mount Sinai as he sings, the old Tome he said to himself:
-Thy statutes have been my songs in "Well, my father did not have much press upon the young the fact that
the house of my pilgrimage." Now let money, but he was rich. He lived rich God still protects and cares for those
uti try to understand how God's laws in God's grace, and he died triumphant who obey his laws. Sometimes the
hive become the keynotes of David's in God's love, and I guess I have in- young are so nearsighted that they
herited as much good as any boy cannot understaild this. Life in its
or Hampton Foq, Manager.
icingg•
eould receive from any parent."
earPier days seems to be such a strugHis Lullaby Song.
Telephone 272
gle for most young people that at
Sweet Memories of Home.
the first place, the statutes of the
HOPKINSVILLIE, KY.
Tell me, frieud, was not the religious times. they do not think it pays to be
were the psalmist's cradle songs.
the
play
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were the lullabies with which his :raining of your boyhood the sweet- good. Thus some of
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The Cumberland

LOCAL

Telephone &
Telegraph Co

N.4

LONG
DISTANCE
JELEPHONE

(Incorporated)
Continues to grow—has now connected with the Hopkinsville
switch board more subscribers
than ever before in its history.
Free Country- Service to subscrilArs.

r.Long Distance Connection,
TELEPHONES:INSTALLED ON SHORT NOTICE.

J. D. RUSSELL, Mg'r,

Louisville le Nashville Railroad
TIME LARD

Effective April 13,1905
SOUTH;

NORTH.

No. 62 St. Louis Express ..10:12 a m No. 61 St. Louis Express....5:18 p
10:06 p m No. 63;8t. Louis Fast Mail. 5:37„a
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.,
No. 93:Chicago and New
No. 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
Orleans Limited
11:60p m
6'07 am
No. 66 Hopkinsvilie Accom.8:66 p in Nc. 66 Hopkinsville_Accom.7:06 am
Nos. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
einnati and all points north and east thereof,: Nos. 63 anp 66 also conneei
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to points
4outh t,f Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St. Augnstine
ind Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
J. C. HOOE, Mt.
+uthrie for points east and west.

Illinois Central Railroad
TIME CARD,
:

Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTH BOUND.
No 832-1 Paducah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom.,leave 6:00 a. in.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express... ..... ...11 :20 a. in.
8:15 p. m
26 Chicago-Nashville Limited,
SOUTH BOUND.
6.36 a. in.
26, Nashville-Chicago, Limited
44
6:26 p. tn.
206, Evansville and Louisville Express, arrives..
44
3:60 p.
321 Evansville-Nashville Mail,
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnair cars and buffet
1 eper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 26 make local stops between
J.B. MALLON, Agt
Nashville and Princeton.
•

WANTED
To Sell You the Best Cistern Pump on the Market
We also carry a full line of Sheet Metal Buildikg Material.

GET OUR PRICES ON
Guttering,
Roof Painting and General
pairing. All Work Guaranteed,

Roofing,

E. Y. Johnson
Cumb Phone, Shop 270
Home 779

1101.1.0004110111110iiiiilliMilideftwimodiasmigim,

Claude P. J
Manor
First Nat. Bank.
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ORCED TO VACATE

I hORIKVILLE
TTENTH OF OCTOBER
A
,
so.
If
You
Would
AROUSED
FlawYour
Sh:p
STOCK
CLOSE
OUT
WILL
Come Home Ilcaviiy Laden
WILL BE LAST

DAY

FOR

'PLEDGES
CIAT ION

MARVELOUS

R. E. Qualls Music Company Forced to Vacate
Their Store Room With no Place
to go or Move.

CURES

MADE

You Must Launch I!.

BY

THE REMEDIES.
Alter That the Books Will be Closed—
Applications For Prizing Must
Be Filed.

A HUY'S STATEMENT.

NO OTHER LOCATION AVAILABLE

The books of the association will
Suffered for Forty Years From Stom- be finally closed on October 10th,

and all pledges and slips not returned by tOctoper 11 will be declared void.
Applications for
More Than a Car Load of Pianos and Organs to
prizing must be filed with the secretary at once as contracts will be let
be Sacrificed Including World's Most
at a called meeting as soon as in- Famous Makes.
spectors' reports are received.
W. A. GLASS, Sec>,
To say that this city lain tte midst.
No.
4, Hopkinsville, Ky.
F.
D.
R.
of an excitement beyond any thing
d&w
it has known in years, is expressing
it lightly, was the remark misde by
Resolutions of Respect.
a traveling man in the preserfce of a
reporter in the lobby of one of the
Whereas an Alwise Providence has
principal hotels.
seen best to call from our midst to
The cause of this fnost unusual
that celestial lodge above, our beEasy Terms Will be Offered so All Can Pra- commotion is the result of the .61- loved
brother J. E. Story, therefore
mous miraculous cures wrought by
resolved that James Moore
-be
it
ticipate in This Money Saving
the use of the Haas' celebrated
lodge No. 230 A. & F. M. has lost a
Shaker Remedies that are now being
Piano Event.
worthy member, one who, for A
introduced in this locality. People
quarter of a century has been a good
in this place had heard of the wonand true Mason and Christian
derful cures made elsewhere, but
gentleman. Resolved that these reuntil they were actually introduced
solutions be engrossed on- our lodge
here, little attention was paid .theini
record, that the members wear the
however, after little over a week's
usual badge of mourning for thirty
introduction here, people have bedays, that a copy be sent to the
come beside themselves witti exciteKentuckian
and
17:77:17-are looking for a piano bar- either way we look, no matter which ment. Just when all this fervor will Hopkinsville
Weekly New Era for publication.
gain; If you hay.- been wanting one way we turn, we have decided to cease it's a matter of conjecture.
T. E. CAUDLE,
'
k in the loss of profits However it must be said in justice to
of the high grade or best medium take our loss
JOHN KNIGHT,
priced pianos, and have put off buy- and ligive it to the purchasers of the remedies they seem to be accom14'. M. LEWIS,
U. S. S. "GRANT"
plishing a great deal of good.
ing on account of price or for other these goqds.
Committee.
Equipped with Sendtng and Receivinginstrumeuts of Ehe Pacific Wires
Mrs. Hattie Stevens, said, upon
reasons, now is your time to buy at
Beginning Wednesday Sept. 18th
- Hall of James Moore Lodge Sept. less Telegraph Co. The system operates perfectly Over both land and sea
the lowest prices, ever quoted. •
at 8:30 a. m. we-offer this entire stock being interviewed that for a number
12th. 1907.
Stations in daily use by the U. S. Government.
We are forced to vacate our pres- of fitte Pianos and Organs at the most of years I have been suffering with
vertigo.swimming in the head in the
ent store room and with not a vacant remarkable discounts ever off-,red.
We will sell "THE PACIFIC WIRELESS TELE?
Killed by Train.
had,
we are
Every instrument will be marked morning, stomach and female troubroom in the town to be
GRAPH CO'S Stock" for cash or on the installmeatit
.'
simply forced to sell our stock at in plain figures and the sale tag will ,les, the last of which was caused by
once.
the birth of my child over four years
tell you plainly.
Two young mares belonging toJno plan. We offer for cash subject to sale a limited
The notice ca no a- A great surprise
The great saving to be made, one ago. My health in the past had Young were killed yesterday by an
number of said sluices at six dollars per share.
to us like a clap of thunder out of price to everybody.
been most miserable indeed; not sick I. C. trisin on his farm near this
a clear sky, while cur lease on this
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO.,
Space will not permit an adequate enough to go to bed; not well enough city.
store room only runs to Oct. 1st. we description of the many bargains, a to be up; have tried many different
Financial and Insurance•Agents,
felt that we could stay indefinitely visit of inspection and investigation remedies, none of which ever cured
The Kind You Hate Always Bought
Hopkinsville, Ky
and that no changes would be made. is necessary to understand and fully me. When the Shaker Remedies Bears the
Wrists?.
The reader will fully :realize the appreciate the money saving possi- came here and I heard L. A. John,predicament this places us in, our bilites of this great piano sale.
son was agent I decided to give them
unpreparedness to inove,our lack of
Pianos, various plants makes, at mi trial and how with little over a
arrangements for other q,uarterss $168 $198 $218 $236 $276 $817 to $376. week's use I can truthfully say that
either temporary or permanent'etc, worth double the price and on easy they are the only preparations that
to It simply forces us to close out terms if desired $6 to $15 monthly ever gave me any relief. I cheerfully
our stock in the few remaining days Organs at your own price and terms. recomend the use of Shaker Remwe have in this store room.
Remember sale eloses promptly edies to all my suffering sisters.
Therefore, compelled to vacate pre- Oct. 1st and possibly before as when
Yours Respectfully,
sent room with no place to go either the goods are sold the sale is at an wl
Mrs. Hattie Stevens.
temporary; or permanent, unwill'ing end. As the stock is limited in order
to store ou stock, only to have theny to secure choice an early call is adp,maged, a loss staring us •ion the face visable.
ach and Female

Troubles.

DOZENS OF TESTIMONALS

Sale Begins Wednesday Sept. 18th.

Latham Hotel Building Hopkinsville

IA4d

*by

R. E. Qu ails Music Co.

"BONNIE BOY" IS A BEAUIY.

L.

""MINIMMor

As announced yesterday the deal ; foretop on a rather short neck,
for "Bonnie Boy," the pony which arched and well set. His eyes are
to be given away in , the children's t full, round,'cry bright and internpopularity contest, was closed Sat- gent looking, He carries sloping
urday by telegraph, the pony being little shoulders, rounding back to a
purchased from the Riverside Pony well coupled middle, giving hirfi a
farm, of Kalamazoo, Michigan. Be- short, strong back anci muscular
low we give a detailed description of quarters, under which are tucked
lgood straight legs. He is upheaded
the pony.
Yesterday we mailed shipping in-; and stylish and goes with the style
structions and oruered the pony tol and action so highly deeirable in a
be forwarded at once, and he should; good road horse and driver.
arrive here by the latter part of th:s
Now in regard to /his • haiiits and
week or the- first of next. He will whether or not heeis is sate leeley for
come crated like A big dog and wit the purpose you wish him. Beenebe shipped by expreas inetead of Bo,;" has always been A clever pony
freight.
. and quick to learn. He, le very tilerl'he- following description of the °uglily broken, ab-olutel,, ittra id en
pony is given ili a letter which was nothing, lie passe- st
ears, trains
received Saturday morning from the and automobiles unn i letU, and iLI
Riverside Pony facie, and on the tireless driver, cepable and Isiilillg
strength of these statements we wir- to go all day. In tact, he is otie of
ed for the noey at once. Read this the best workers we have had. Beearefully and see what a perfect bides this, he is'an excetts et saddlespecimen "Bonnie Bey"
pony and has been ridde n a gleat
Kalamazoo, Mich., Sept. 12.
deal.
•
He has heen used by the children
The Kentucky New Era,
Hopkinsville, K.
on our farth and they have made n
Gentlemen:
f.perfect pet of him. Taking everyWe beg to acknoWledge receipt of thing into coneideration, he is a goo
your esteemed favor of September pony for any purpose and we don't
know where you could get one that
the
have
kind
noted
of
pony would suit you anywheie near a:We
hat you desire, and we have one well. He is one that we can /
t this time which we know will mend in every particular.
This pony represents the highese
eet your requirements in every way
's is a beautiful bay gelding,"Bon- degree of docility, and is absolutely
This pony is a very pretty' without the taint of a vicious trait.
,7 brown, almost black in colois, There is no more kick in him than
Is about 42 or 43inches in height, In a kitten, no more run-away than
e...e years old and is a very in a donkey.
This pony is one of the finest ones
nicely finished pony; very
'ive in and out of harness. He on our farm, but we know he will
feet individual, carrying a more than please you in every way
;ale head with small round and for that reason we have dei
n(' a beautiful mane and scribed him to you.

Three hi rses and buggies were
stolen from a church yard jest across
the line in Todd count? Sunday
night. ,Twolof the vehicles and die
horses were found within a short
distance of the church,hut the third,
which belonged to John Keeling,
was not found until Monday when a
n. gro was .arrested in Prineeton
charged with stealing it. The tie•
Lrro's name is Will Roland and le
will be brought back here today to
-e,-w r the charge against him.

711.111.11=116.
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en
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Horse Sale.
I will, on Saturday, Sept. 21st, at
V. M. Williamson's stable, sell at
public auction, 16 extra fine Clydsdale mares. These mares are well
bred and good slew-. They are
large enough for farm mares, and
good mule mares. This sale will
commence at 1 p in., rain or shine.
Terms,6 months' time.
d2m. wit
G. S. Moorte.
SA LI2SM AN WANTED or MALE
HELP—We want good salesman to
sell lots in New Oklanuma town,
just opening up, exclusive territo:y
given to general agents, good proposition and big commission, e::perienced men preferred.
Write stating'experience.
iZock Island Pacific Development Co.
bUilti 401-2-3 Frisco Bldg.,
12t vr2t
St. Louis, Mo.

KEACH'S
Have no equal in saving the busy housewife steps and time by
means of having a place for everything and everything in its place.

EONdMiCAL TO USE
Drawerr and bins dust proof and sanitary, thus preventing loss o
provisions.

ROM SAVER
in that you can discard your kitchen table, flour bin, etc. Come
around and let us shaw you.
•

$7.50 :".-s n ci

ANNUAL CONVENTION

At a n eeting of the national board
of directors of the American Society
of Equity, it was decided to hold the
fifth annual convention of the society in Indianapolis. The meeting
will convene Tuesday, October 22,
and continue in sessile, until all important matters have had attention.
Delegates from over thirty states
will
meet to consider, the interests of
/IIle ClOSC IS
flibt u&e pi. ,
all farmers in the United States engaged in every line of production,
J. C.Aye* Cm..I
and make such changes id the conr 'stipation.
Lowell, Mass.
stitution and present plans of action
as may be deemi-41 advisable, after a
moustache or beard
"
a
.?.
careful
c3
..Liagga
.
g
.7
consideration.
Nfrn or rich black? U

*.,ers PillsLi(tinJcr,:in.silfe-i;oacti7r,:i
a

FROM CHURCHYARD
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Up.

Cash or Credit.

Piano Contest Tickets Given.
Remember, that as soon as completed we will occupy the Garnett Building,
Main strcet, next to
lf c store.
Kmes'

Ninth Street

HA m's Dy

,
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eh fur itiire Co.,
Both Phones

.•

